
Description

The hand glove has two embedded sensors and one acquisition system. The sensors are an EDA 

(Electrodermal Activity) and BVP (Blood Volume Pulse) that are situated in the palmar side of the non-

dominant hand of the wearer (for this document the left hand is used). All the embedded electronics are 

easily removable and reassembled, to allow the wearer to machine wash the glove when the need arrises.
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Figure 2: Hand Glove outside view

Figure 3: Inside view detail Figure 4: Acquisition system and sensors

Figure 1: Hand Glove inside view



How to Use

Sensors and acquisition system placement

The acquisition system and the sensors must be placed in the correct locations before the user  

put's the glove on. The glove form factor allows an easy and seamless placement of the acquisition 

system and sensors (Figure 5).

The BVP sensor must be passed through a small textile opening (Figure 6). This sensor will stay 

in it's place by means of velcro (Figure 7 and Figure 8).
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Figure 6 Figure 7

Figure 5: Hand Glove



For the EDA sensor, the process is also very simple. The two wires with metallic electrodes must 

be aligned with the two small holes in the textile and then the snaps must be closed (Figure 9).

At this point, only the acquisition system remains to be embedded in the textile glove. To do this  

final step, the acquisition box must be slid through the textile opening (Figure 10 and Figure 11). To allow 

the sensor cables to be hidden, it's necessary to close the interior of the glove by means of a velcro as 

seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 8: BVP sensor in place

Figure 9



Wearing the Hand Glove

The glove must be correctly worn if quality signals are expected. The sequence is shown on the 

following figures. The glove has three velcro closing points, that allow a better pressure over the sensors  

area and try to maintain the sensors in permanent contact with the hand skin. The sensors should be 

applied to the user and the measurements should start only after some minutes. This will give some time 

to the skin to adapt to the new electrode surface. Usually this means that the skin conductance will rise.  

The EDA sensor cannot be used if the user has applied any kind of hand lotion. This will render useless 

the measurements.
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Figure 10 Figure 11

Figure 12 Figure 13: Hang Glove ready for use
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Figure 14 Figure 15

Figure 16 Figure 17
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Figure 18 Figure 19

Figure 20 Figure 21

Figure 22 Figure 23
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Figure 24: Hand glove ready for acquisition



Acquisition and charging

To start the acquisition, the button in the acquisition system, must be pressed. The system will  

start to blink a green light once per second. When the acquisition starts, the green light will blink twice  

per second. The hand glove autonomy at 36 Hz of sampling frequency is about 14 hours and 40 minutes 

and at 1000 Hz of sampling frequency is about 8 hours and 20 minutes.

If the system has low battery, a red light (instead of the green light) will start blinking and the 

charger should be connected as soon as possible and as seen in Figure 25. The red light will warn the 

user of the low battery condition for an average of 30 minutes. After this time, the system will enter in 

shutdown mode and will turn itself off. 

While charging, the green light will be permanently on and acquisitions cannot be made. When 

the system has completed the charging process which takes an average of two hours, the green light will  

turn off, and the system will be ready to make a new acquisition session. While the system is being 

charged, it's normal that it  heats up a bit.  If  the system safety control  detects any problem during 

charging, the red light will be permanently turned on. In this situation, the user must disconnect the  

charger from the system and then connect it again.

Washing and Drying

To wash the hand glove, the sensors and acquisition system must be removed from the textile. 

The  hand  glove  can  be  machine  or  hand  washed  at  low  temperatures  of  no  more  than  30ºC  but 

preferably with cold water. This will avoid the deterioration of the elastic properties of the textiles. It's  

also very important to close all the velcro's in the hand glove, before wash and when drying (if a drying 

machine is used). This will avoid the appearing of lint, maintain the overall quality of the textiles and 

extend the product life.
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Figure 25: Charging the acquisition system


